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World class 
engineering, 
uncompromising 
quality control  

Advanced technologies, skilled craftsmanship 
The secret of Suzuki quality is a combination of 
advanced technologies and skilled craftsmanship. 
Suzuki motorcycles come to life through countless 
hours of testing, uncompromising quality control by  
the engineers who have unmatched enthusiasm and 
craftsmanship. 
 

Our manufacturing spirit 
powers your Suzuki.  

Assembly Welding of frame 

Providing ‘value-packed products’ 
In our 108 years of manufacturing history and 65 
years of building motorcycles, we have always 
strived to provide ‘value-packed products’ as one of 
our manufacturing philosophies. We believe that our 
passion and enthusiasm turns into your fun and 
excitement, our pride of craftsmanship becomes 
your pride of ownership. The trademark “ ” is 
recognised by people throughout the world as a 
brand of quality products that offer both reliability 
and originality. Suzuki stands behind this global 
symbol with a sure determination to maintain this 
confidence in the future as well, never stopping in 
creating ‘value-packed products’. 



Suzuki technology  
is constantly evolving.  

SDTV SCEM SRAD SCAS S-DMS SAIS SET ABS EURO3

SCAS – Suzuki Clutch Assist System  
A back-torque-limiting clutch helps make downshifts 
smoother and assists the rider in taking control in 
deceleration. Ramped engagement cams built into 
the clutch hub decrease force on the clutch plates 
under deceleration by pushing up against the 
pressure plate, allowing the plates to slip at a 
controlled rate. 
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SAIS – Suzuki Advanced  
Immobiliser System  
An electronic identification system in the owner’s 
key to prevent unauthorised people from starting the 
engine. 
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SET – Suzuki Exhaust Tuning  
Uses a servo-controlled butterfly valve to modify 
back pressure and tune the pipe to match engine 
RPM, improving low down torque and increasing 
mid-range and high-RPM power. 
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ABS – Anti-lock Brake System  
The system helps avoid wheel locking when there is 
a sudden change in road surface during braking 
or when an excessive braking force is applied. The 
system monitors wheel speed 50 times per wheel 
rotation, and matches stopping power to available 
traction. Depending on road surface conditions, such 
as wet, loose, or uneven roads, braking distance for 
an ABS-equipped vehicle may be longer than for a 
vehicle not equipped with ABS. ABS cannot prevent 
wheel skidding caused by braking while cornering. 
Please ride carefully and do not overly rely on ABS.  

Suzuki Easy Start  
On a normal motorcycle when starting the engine, 
the rider needs to press and hold the starter switch 
until the engine fires up. With the Suzuki Easy Start, 
all you need to do is one quick push of the starter 
switch, just like starting a modern car engine. The 
ECM (Engine Control Module) recognises the signals 
and keeps the starter motor working for a specified 
time. 
 

Low RPM Assist  
Low RPM Assist uses the ISC (Idle Stability Control) 
mechanism to help raise engine RPM slightly in 
launching and riding at low speed. This new feature 
helps smoother operation when pulling away and 
when riding at slow speeds, this means it’s easier to 
pull away and easier to control the engine in stop-
start traffic.  
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SRAD – Suzuki Ram Air Direct  
The air intakes are positioned close to the centreline 
of the fairing nose – this position offering optimum 
intake efficiency. This results in better intake 
efficiency and increased engine power at high 
speed. 
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S-DMS – Suzuki Drive Mode Selector  
Allows the rider to select a number of fuel injection 
and ignition system maps adjusting power delivery 
to suit personal preference in various riding 
situations, such as different racetracks or tight, 
twisty roads. The feature helps riders to enjoy the 
performance in a wider range of riding situations. 
 

Motion Track Brake System  
The new Motion Track Brake System¹ works with the 
IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit). The IMU constantly 
monitors vehicle movement; pitch, roll and yaw to 
realise optimal vehicle stability. On GSX-R1000 this 
system reduces rear wheel lift under hard braking, 
while on GSX-R1000R the system also optimises 
brake pressure when the motorcycle is leaning. On 
V-Strom 1000/XT optimal stability comes not only in 
straight line braking but also when braking while 
cornering.  

Motion Track TCS  
Traction Control System  
Suzuki’s advanced Motion Track TCS² allows the 
rider to select 10 different levels of traction control 
intervention, depending upon road or racetrack 
conditions. The TCS intervention can be changed 
while riding, as long as the throttle is closed. The 
Motion Track TCS continuously monitors 6 different 
sensors, and quickly reduces engine power output 
when a loss of traction is detected or predicted. 
Power output is controlled by managing ignition 
timing and throttle valve position. Motion Track TCS 
reads sensor input every 4-milliseconds, for precise 
response. And by using input from the IMU (Inertial 
Measurement Unit), the ECM can calculate the 
motorcycle’s motion in 6-directions (along 3-axis, 
Pitch, Roll and Yaw), for more precise traction 
control. 
 

TCS -Traction Control System  
Suzuki’s traction control system² continuously 
monitors front and rear wheel speeds, throttle 
position, crank position and gear position sensors, 
and quickly reduces engine output when wheel spin 
is detected. Engine output is controlled by managing 
ignition timing and air delivery to ensure smoother 
traction control operation. As a result riders can 
enjoy long distance riding more comfortably, with 
less stress and fatigue.  





V-STROM 
1000XT  
Go Far, Go Big  

Plentiful power to conquer the steep mountain passes 
with a pillion rider, yet still putting a grin on your face 
with its exciting sportiness. State-of-the-art 
technology, always there to support a difficult task. 
Comfort to go on and on, and on. Combining the 
premium experience with real world usability, the 
relaxing luxury will let you soar out on your 
adventures. All you need. V-Strom 1000XT.  
 

Motion Track Brake System  
The radial mounted four piston 
monobloc Tokico brake calipers and twin 
310mm diameter discs on the front, and 
a 260mm diameter single disc with a 
single piston caliper on the rear, provide 
strong and controllable braking 
performance. The Bosch ABS system has 
been upgraded to the “Motion Track 
Brake System¹” by installing a 5-Axis 
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and by 
combining the information of the 
posture of the vehicle with the front and 
rear wheel speeds, riders benefit from 
optimal vehicle stability not only in 
straight line braking but also when 
braking while cornering. 
 
 

Irresistible Power  
The V-Strom 1000XT is driven by a 
powerful and versatile 90-degree, DOHC, 
V-Twin. The strong, rider-friendly nature 
of this engine gives effortless 
acceleration no matter what the riding 
situation or the presence of a pillion 
rider. The 100PS maximum output at 
8,000rpm will give the rider an exciting 
riding experience, while the optimally 
weighted magneto and flywheel helps to 
produce a thick layer of torque of 
101Nm as low as 4,000rpm, resulting in a 
tremendously usable character, allowing 
the rider to always have the required 
output and not needing to downshift 
when overtaking on motorways. 
Furthermore, the engine’s advanced 
electronic control systems and the 
attempt to reduce mechanical losses, 
achieve a low fuel consumption.  

Advanced Traction Control 
System  
This system enables the rider to control 
the throttle with more confidence in 
difficult riding situations such as stone 
paved roads, two-up riding or when with 
a heavy load to minimise the stress 
and/or fatigue on long distance rides. 
The traction control system² 
continuously monitors the front and rear 
wheel speeds, throttle position, crank 
position, and gear position with various 
sensors, and controls the engine output 
by managing the ignition timing and air 
delivery. The traction control system can 
be switched to either of two modes, or 
off. Modes 1 and 2 differ in the timing 
and levels of intervention. Mode 1 has a 
lower level of intervention applied at a 
later timing allowing a certain degree of 
rear wheel spin, not to interrupt a sporty 
ride. Mode 2 has a higher level of 
intervention applied at an instant, 
controlling and preventing the slightest 
amount of spin, more actively supporting 
the rider in situations such as in the rain 
or on slippery road surfaces.  
 
 

Optimally Balanced Frame  
The V-Strom 1000XT is built on a slim, 
twin-spar aluminium frame, providing a 
smooth ride, and a sporty riding 
experience when pushed hard. The 
aluminium swingarm is set to a length to 
provide straight line stability and 
cornering stability at a high level. The 
bike feels reassuringly steady at high 
speeds even when it’s fully loaded with 
luggage and a pillion.  
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Standard on your Adventure  
Reducing the wind blast to the hands of the rider and 
providing comfort especially in the rain or cold weather, 
the once optional Knuckle Covers are now standard to 
support harsh condition riding. Comfort and accurate 
control to the levers shall further improve by installing 
the optional Grip Heaters for long distance rides in 
severe conditions. The Under Cowling is also standard  
to give the rider that extra adventure feel.  
 
 

Tough Gear  
By adding the new design concept “Tough Gear” to the 
existing “Wild and Smart”, the new V-Strom 1000XT 
now has an updated look, mainly in the upper cowling, 
in kin to its 645cc brother bringing the V-Strom family 
together. Suzuki’s original “Beak” style has been further 
emphasised by making it a straight line from the tip to 
the top of the tank, expressing the DNA from the DR-
BIG and the desert racer DR-Z. The heritage and history 
of Suzuki’s adventure models are further expressed, 
giving the owners pride of ownership. The newly 
designed double stitched seat has a sense of quality, 
and the tandem area is parallel with the rear carrier 
providing a large flat space to securely strap large 
baggage when needed. Champion yellow is a new 
colour for the V-Strom 1000XT, relating to the off-road 
racing scene of Suzuki.  

Excellent Flow  
The effective windscreen on the V-Strom 1000XT uses 
a ratchet gear mechanism allowing the rider to easily 
choose from three angles. No tools are necessary and 
the ideal position can be selected by simply pushing 
the windscreen by one hand, even with gloves on. The 
height of the screen can also be set to three pre-set 
positions using four bolts. The new screen has an 
improved design 49mm taller and with a smaller curve 
on the tip section, resulting in less wind blast, 
turbulence, noise to the helmet, and a clearer view. 
Also, the new windscreen has improved the wind 
buffering to the body of the rider, all together providing 
the next level of comfort.  
 



Champion Yellow No.2 (YU1) 

Glass Sparkle Black (YVB) 

Pearl Glacier White (YWW) V-STROM 1000XT & V-STROM 1000 shown. Model shown with optional accessories.  

V-STROM 
1000XT  
Colours 





Model shown with optional accessories.  

V-STROM 
1000  
Big Heritage, Big Adventures  

You’ve got the power, anywhere, anytime. Slim and 
light, the powerful V-Twin unit will always provide the 
necessary amount of drive no matter what the 
situation. The grunt and power of the 1037cc motor is 
irresistible for an exciting ride, while ensuring when 
two-up riding with luggage. The flexibility and good-
behaviour, combined with power for adrenaline.  

Tough Gear  
By adding the new design concept 
“Tough Gear” to the existing “Wild and 
Smart”, the new V-Strom 1000 now has 
an updated look, mainly in the upper 
cowling, in kin to its 645cc brother 
bringing the V-Strom family together. 
Suzuki’s original “Beak” style has been 
further emphasised by making it a 
straight line from the tip to the top of 
the tank, expressing the DNA from the 
DR-BIG and the desert racer DR-Z. The 
heritage and history of Suzuki’s 
adventure models are further expressed, 
giving the owners pride of ownership. 
The newly designed double stitched seat 
has a sense of quality, and the tandem 
area is parallel with the rear carrier 
providing a large flat space to securely 
strap large baggage when needed. 
Champion yellow is a new colour for the 
V-Strom 1000, relating to the off-road 
racing scene of Suzuki.  
 
 

Irresistible Power  
The V-Strom 1000 is driven by a 
powerful and versatile 90-degree, DOHC, 
V-Twin. The 100PS maximum output at 
8,000rpm will give the rider an exciting 
riding experience, while the optimally 
weighted magneto and flywheel helps to 
produce a thick layer of torque of 
101Nm as low as 4,000rpm, resulting in a 
tremendously usable character allowing 
the rider to always have the required 
output and not needing to downshift 
when overtaking on motorways. 
Furthermore, the engine’s advanced 
electronic control systems and the 
attempt to reduce mechanical losses, 
achieve a low fuel consumption.  

Motion Track Brake System  
The radial mounted four piston 
monobloc Tokico brake calipers and twin 
310mm diameter discs on the front, and 
a 260mm diameter single disc with a 
single piston caliper on the rear, provide 
strong and controllable braking 
performance. The Bosch ABS system has 
been upgraded to the “Motion Track 
Brake System¹” by installing a 5-Axis 
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and by 
combining the information of the 
posture of the vehicle with the front and 
rear wheel speeds, riders benefit from 
optimal vehicle stability, not only in 
straight line braking but also when 
braking while cornering. 
 
 

Optimally Balanced Frame  
The V-Strom 1000 is built on a slim, 
twin-spar aluminium frame, providing a 
smooth ride, and a sporty riding 
experience when pushed hard, and also 
contributing to fuel economy thanks to 
its light weight structure. The aluminium 
swingarm is set to a length to provide 
straight line stability and cornering 
stability at a high level. The bike feels 
reassuringly steady at high speeds even 
when it’s fully loaded with luggage and a 
pillion.  
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Comfortable and Forgiving Riding 
Position  
The upright and relaxing riding position will fit any 
terrain or adventure, and most individual riders. Not just 
comfortable but giving the rider the sense of confident 
control for riding from towns to long distant adventure 
touring. The longer the ride becomes the more the rider 
will notice the lack of fatigue, and the brilliance of the 
V-Strom 1000. The seat provides luxurious comfort for 
both the rider and the pillion, combined with a sense of 
controllability for sporty riding by designing the section 
connecting to the fuel tank slim for a better hold. The 
height of the seat is kept low and provides ease of 
reaching the ground and giving the rider a sense of 
reassurance. The newly designed double stitch and 
SUZUKI logo gives the seat a sense of quality, while the 
side of the seat provides a high level of grip by using 
same materials as the competition model RM-Z.  

Advanced Traction Control System  
This system enables the rider to control the throttle 
with more confidence in difficult riding situations such 
as stone paved roads, two-up riding or when with a 
heavy load to minimise the stress and/or fatigue on 
long distance rides. The traction control system² 
continuously monitors the front and rear wheel speeds, 
throttle position, crank position, and gear position with 
various sensors, and controls the engine output by 
managing the ignition timing and air delivery. The 
traction control system can be switched to either of 
two modes, or off. Modes 1 and 2 differ in the timing 
and levels of intervention. Mode 1 has a lower level of 
intervention applied at a later timing allowing a certain 
degree of rear wheel spin, not to interrupt a sporty ride. 
Mode 2 has a higher level of intervention applied at an 
instant, controlling and preventing the slightest amount 
of spin, more actively supporting the rider in situations 
such as in the rain or on slippery road surfaces.  

Model shown with optional accessories.  

Model shown with optional accessories.  



Champion Yellow No.2 (YU1) 

Glass Sparkle Black (YVB) 

Pearl Glacier White (YWW) V-STROM 650 & V-STROM 1000 shown. Models shown with optional accessories.  

V-STROM 
1000  
Colours 





Model shown with optional accessories.  

V-STROM 
650XT  
The Ultimate, to Do-It-All  

The ultimate tackle to Do-It-All. Every day commuting, 
rough and wet conditions, B-Road twisties, long 
highway stretches, two-up comfort, the tool that 
never lets you down. Think of a task, a challenge, an 
adventure. The answer to every thought.  
V-Strom 650XT.  

V-STROM 650 shown. 

Optimised Screen Design  
The windscreen has been extended 
9mm upwards to reduce the windblast 
and buffering to the body, while the 
shape has been changed to control the 
wind flow rather than to simply create a 
wind-free zone. By making the boundary 
between the protective area and the 
not-protective area a blur, the rider will 
be able to move more freely due to less 
turbulence and feel a natural wind flow. 
The screen can also be adjusted to one 
of three pre-set positions using four 
screws.  
 
 

V-Twin Performance  
The 645cc DOHC V-Twin is a 
masterpiece of Suzuki engineering which 
has an evolving history. For the new 650, 
this unit has been tuned for generous 
low-to-mid-range torque for practical 
use while maintaining an exhilarating 
top-end. The new unit has undergone a 
rebuild, installing new technology such 
as the resin-coated pistons, and revising 
over 60 components of the engine to 
achieve a higher output in a broad area 
of the rev-range while keeping the 
unique V-Twin character with low fuel 
consumption. With low fuel consumption 
combined with the large 20L fuel tank, 
the riding range between fill-ups are at 
the top in this class, relieving the rider 
from the stress of frequent re-fuelling.  

Exhaust System  
Newly designed down-type exhaust 
system is lighter and closer to the centre 
of gravity, contributing to nimble 
handling while being able to 
accommodate the slim and smart 
optional luggage system. The catalysers 
have been positioned in a tandem 
configuration achieving the required 
level for new standards, while 
successfully gaining exhaust efficiency  
to boost the output.  
 
 

Advanced Traction Control 
System  
Utilising the high specification traction 
control system² from the V-Strom 
1000XT, the new V-Strom 650XT is now 
also equipped with this advanced 
technology. This system continuously 
monitors the front and rear wheel 
speeds, throttle position, crank position, 
and gear position with various sensors, 
and controls the engine output by 
managing the ignition timing and air 
delivery. The traction control system can 
be switched to either of two modes, or 
off. The modes differ in terms of 
sensitivity. Mode 1 allows modest rear 
wheel spin for more advanced, 
exhilarating riding, while mode 2 
activates traction control at the slightest 
loss of rear-wheel grip to give you 
greater confidence on slippery surfaces 
or in the rain. The choice of modes can 
be quickly and easily made by selecting 
the traction control mode from the left 
switch cluster and confirming it with a 
glance at the instruments. 
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Long Haul Comfort  
The newly designed seat lives up to the reputation of 
the V-Strom comfort. While securing a wide flat area to 
support the rider when riding, the front of the seat is 
slim enabling the rider to easily reach the ground when 
stopping. Also the pillion seat has a wide and 
comfortable space, making sure the pillion rider can 
also enjoy the ride. When viewed from the side the 
plentiful padding is visually assuring, inviting the rider 
on a long adventure.  
 
 

XT Equipment  
The V-Strom 650XT has Knuckle Covers to support 
riding in harsh conditions, and the engine under 
cowling to give the rider that extra adventure feel, both 
as standard equipment. The V-Strom 650XT features 
tubeless tyres and wire spoke wheels which absorb 
shock from the road better due to the flexible character 
of spokes.  

Solid and Smart  
With the new design concept “Solid and Smart”, the 
new model now has an updated look. Suzuki’s original 
“Beak” style has been further emphasised by making it 
a straight line from the tip to the top of the tank, 
expressing the DNA from the DR-BIG and the desert 
racer DR-Z. Champion yellow is a new colour for the  
V-Strom series, relating to the off-road racing scene of 
Suzuki.  

V-STROM 650XT & V-STROM 650 shown.  
Models shown with optional accessories.  

Model shown with optional accessories.  



Champion Yellow No.2 (YU1) 

Glass Sparkle Black (YVB) 

Pearl Glacier White (YWW) Model shown with optional accessories.  

V-STROM 
650XT  
Colours 



V-STROM 650  
Solid and Smart  

No matter what your intention is, the  
V-Strom 650 will measure up. No matter 
how demanding your adventure is, the  
V-Strom 650 will respond to your 
expectations. Sometimes offering 
excitement, sometimes just quietly doing 
it’s job. V-Strom 650, truly a masterpiece.  
 



Slimmer 20L Fuel Tank  
The redesigned slimmer and smarter tank still 
holds a capacity of 20L, allowing a long riding 
range combined with excellent fuel consumption. 
By eliminating the plastic covers on both sides of 
the tank from the previous model, the tank has 
become slimmer and is now able to accommodate 
magnetically attachable tank bags. The frame 
covers have been slimmed down as well, allowing 
the rider to reach straight down to the ground.  
 
 

Advanced Traction Control System  
Utilising the high specification traction control 
system² from the V-Strom 1000, the new V-Strom 
650 is now also equipped with this advanced 
technology. This system continuously monitors the 
front and rear wheel speeds, throttle position, 
crank position, and gear position with various 
sensors, and controls the engine output by 
managing the ignition timing and air delivery. The 
traction control system can be switched to either 
of two modes, or off. The modes differ in terms of 
sensitivity. Mode 1 allows modest rear wheel spin 
for more advanced, exhilarating riding, while mode 
2 activates traction control at the slightest loss of 
rear-wheel grip to give you greater confidence on 
slippery surfaces or in the rain. The choice of 
modes can be quickly and easily made by selecting 
the traction control mode from the left switch 
cluster and confirming it with a glance at the 
instruments. 
 
 

Clean and Clear  
The easy to see and easy to operate/understand 
instrument cluster provides rich information to the 
rider. The new instrument cluster incorporates a 
large analogue tachometer and digital readouts for 
the gear position and speedometer. The digital 
section below displays the odometer, twin-trip 
meter, clock, fuel level, coolant temperature, 
ambient temperature, battery voltage, range on 
remaining fuel, average and instantaneous fuel 
consumptions, and traction-control modes. The 
remaining fuel range continues to display after the 
fuel gauge shows empty, offering the rider with 
accurate and comforting information. Plus, 
instantly recognisable LEDs provide freeze³, high-
beam, neutral, malfunction indicator lamp (MIL), 
ABS, traction-control mode, and water-
temperature indicators. All of this information is 
accessible from the left handlebar switch, where it 
is now also possible to reset the trip meter.  
 
 

V-Twin Performance  
The 645cc DOHC V-Twin is a masterpiece of Suzuki 
engineering which has an evolving history. For the 
new 650, this unit has been tuned for generous 
low to mid-range torque for practical use while 
maintaining an exhilarating top-end. The new unit 
has undergone a rebuild, installing new technology 
such as the resin-coated pistons, and revising over 
60 components of the engine to achieve a higher 
output in a broad area of the rev-range while 
keeping the unique V-Twin character with low fuel 
consumption. With low fuel consumption combined 
with the large 20L fuel tank, the riding range 
between fill-ups are at the top in this class, 
relieving the rider from the stress of frequent re-
fuelling.  
 
 

Colours 

Champion Yellow No.2 (YU1) 

Glass Sparkle Black (YVB) 
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Model V-STROM 1000XT V-STROM 1000 V-STROM 650XT V-STROM 650 

Engine type 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, 90˚ V-Twin 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, 90˚ V-Twin 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, 90˚ V-Twin 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, 90˚ V-Twin 

Engine displacement 1037.0cc (63.3cu in) 1037.0cc (63.3cu in) 645.0cc (40.2cu in) 645.0cc (40.2cu in) 

Transmission 6-speed constant mesh 6-speed constant mesh 6-speed constant mesh 6-speed constant mesh 

Power 74.00kW @ 8000rpm (100.61PS) 74.00kW @ 8000rpm (100.61PS) 52.00kW @ 8800rpm (70.70PS) 52.00kW @ 8800rpm (70.70PS) 

Torque 101.00N.m @ 4000rpm (74.49lb.ft)† 101.00N.m @ 4000rpm (74.49lb.ft)† 62.00N.m @ 6500rpm (45.70lb.ft)† 62.00N.m @ 6500rpm (45.70lb.ft)† 

Fuel consumption TBC TBC 68.90MPG 24.39KM/L* 68.90MPG 24.39KM/L* 

Seat height 850mm (33.5in) 850mm (33.5in) 830mm (32.7in) 830mm (32.7in) 

Kerb mass TBC TBC 216kg (476lbs) 213kg (470lbs) 

Suspension front Inverted telescopic, coil spring, oil damped Inverted telescopic, coil spring, oil damped Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped 

Suspension rear Link type, coil spring, oil damped Link type, coil spring, oil damped Link type, coil spring, oil damped Link type, coil spring, oil damped 

Brakes front Disc, twin Disc, twin Disc, twin Disc, twin 

Brakes rear Disc Disc Disc Disc 

Tyres front 110/80R19M/C 59V, tubeless 110/80R19M/C 59V, tubeless 110/80R19M/C 59V, tubeless 110/80R19M/C 59V, tubeless 

Tyres rear 150/70R17M/C 69V, tubeless 150/70R17M/C 69V, tubeless 150/70R17M/C 69V, tubeless 150/70R17M/C 69V, tubeless 

Fuel tank capacity 20.0L (4.4G) 20.0L (4.4G) 20.0L (4.4G) 20.0L (4.4G) 

* Fuel economy was measured by Suzuki in the Worldwide Motorcycle Test Cycle (WMTC). 
† Torque conversions to imperial units (in brackets) are approximate and included as a guide only. 
1 ABS is not designed to shorten the braking distance. Please always ride at a safe speed for road and weather conditions, including 

while cornering. On the GSX-R1000R, V-Strom 1000/XT brake pressure is optimised while cornering. 

2 Traction control system is not a substitute for rider’s throttle control under the various conditions, and traction control cannot 
prevent loss of traction due to excessive speed when entering turns, or while braking, and it does not control front wheel traction. 

3 The freeze indicator starts blinking when the ambient temperature falls below 3°C. It continues to blink for 30 seconds then remains 
lit until the ambient temperature rises above 5°C. 



V-STROM 1000XT, V-STROM 1000, V-STROM 650XT and V-STROM 650 shown. Models shown with optional accessories.  



SUZUKI JÄLLEENMYYJÄSI 
Specifications, appearance, colours (including body colour), equipment, materials and other aspects of  
the “SUZUKI” products shown in this catalogue are subject to change by Suzuki at any time without notice. 
Each model may be discontinued without notice. Please enquire at your local dealer for details of any  
such changes. Images contain computer-generated composites and may include optional accessories.  
All images are of professional riders under closed road conditions.  

• Always wear a helmet, eye protection and 
protective clothing.  

• Read your Owner’s Manual carefully.  

• Enjoy riding safely.  
• Never ride under the influence of alcohol or other 

drugs. 
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Suzuki History History progressed with customers worldwide. 

Michio Suzuki opens the 
Suzuki Loom Works.  
1909 Suzuki builds its first 

motorised bicycle, the 'Power 
Free’.  

1952 The now famous Suzuki ‘S’ 
makes its first appearance.  
1958 Champions of the world! 

East German rider, Ernst 
Degner, takes Suzuki’s first TT 
victory.  

1962 The sensational T20 Super 
Six really puts Suzuki on the 
international map.  

1965 Joel Robert retains the 
world 250cc motocross crown.  
1971 Barry Sheene wins his, and 

Suzuki’s, first 500cc world title 
on the RG500.  

1976 

Italy’s Marco Lucchinelli 
wins the 500cc world 
championship on an RG500.  

1981 The bike that is to change 
the face of motorcycling 
arrives. Suzuki’s GSX-R750.  

1985 Kevin Schwantz wins the 
500cc world championship on 
the RGV.  

1993 Suzuki re-invented  
GSX-R750 again in 1996.  
1996 Suzuki breaks the mould 

once again with the unveiling of 
the GSX1300R Hayabusa.  

1999 Kenny Roberts Jr. becomes 
the World Champion of GP500, 
which for Suzuki is the sixth 
world title.  

2000 An unforgettable year 
which saw the launch of the 
ultimate sports bike - the 
Suzuki GSX-R1000.  

2001 

Suzuki sets new standard 
of sportbike once again with 
the introduction of the 2005 
GSX-R1000.  

2005 Suzuki introduces 2nd 
generation Hayabusa 1300.  
2008 The all new GSX-R1000 is 

launched in the United States.  
2009 Suzuki launches second 

generation V-Strom 650ABS.  
2012 The Suzuki Endurance 

Racing Team (SERT) takes its 
4th consecutive Endurance 
World Championship and its 
13th title overall.  

2013 Suzuki win British GP at 
Silverstone.  
2016 Suzuki releases the new  

V-STROM 1000XT, V-STROM 
1000, V-STROM 650XT and  
V-STROM 650.  

2017 
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